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besides editing videos online, filmora also provides more
than 50 presets and 200 free effects to help you create

professional-looking videos in a few minutes. and now we
have filmora split video, which is easy to use and very

handy. you can use this tool to split videos online and store
the edited video as new video files. to begin, open the

window and select the video you want to split, then choose
the size of the file you want to split. when the size is correct,
click on split button. the video will be split and be saved in
the same folder. with this video splitting tool, you can split
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any videos online in your computer. to edit the videos, you
have to install the software and open the filmora video

editor. then you can add videos, adjust the video size, and
add video effects to your video clips. drag the split button to
the timeline and release the mouse button. now, you should
see a split screen effect in your video clip. you can also see

in the image above that the video clips are placed in the
timeline as well. the filmora video editor is the best

application to split your videos with a few clicks. the video
editor comes with the ability to open several media files at
once, and it can automatically organize them into a playlist.
the next thing you want to do is select which area you want
to split the video to, and then choose the effect you want to
use. after that, click on the split button to enter the split edit
panel. after you have split your video into parts, you can use
the trim tool to trim the sections that you want to keep from
the video, or to trim unwanted sections from the video. to do
this, drag the trim handles and adjust the length of each clip

to exactly how you want to use the trimmed part of the
video.
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